
General terms and conditions concerning 

contributions to POINT FIXE® publications  
The editor is happy to receive contributions, pictures with or without text, to POINT 
FIXE MAGAZINE. 
The contributing author has previously to accept the following general conditions.  

He will have to print the “Acceptation form” at the end of the present document, to fill 

it out, to date and sign it, and to join it to his contribution. 
  

Article proposition to POINT FIXE®  

This article will have to cover any item of the current year related to military, or more 

generally, governmental aviation (Air Force, Navy, Army, Police, Customs, Coast Guards 

etc…), or can eventually cover a past time event accompanied with unpublished 

documents. 

The author will first have to contact the editorial board of POINT FIXE prior to sending 
his article (point.fixe@orange.fr). 

Two cases may arise: 

1. The author proposes an already completed article (text, pictures and captions) : 

 The editorial board maintains the right to accept or refuse this contribution, 

without having to justify his decision (the publication or not of the same subject 

on the web can be a determining factor in the editorial board’s choice). 

2. The author proposes a subject to be realized for POINT FIXE: 

If the subject is accepted by the editorial board, the author will receive a 

personalized introduction letter including the application of coverage on behalf of 

POINT FIXE.  

This letter implies that this report will be made exclusively for POINT FIXE and will 
not appear in any other publication, even partially, in any form or on any medium 

whatsoever, including the web, before the release of the report in the publication 

of POINT FIXE. Failure to comply with this clause would result in a breach of 
commitment and the subject would be automatically rejected. 

The final publication will return to the editorial board in light of the quality of 

coverage done. 

In order to avoid any postal loss, the author is deeply advised to send his contribution 

via registered letter or parcel.  

In case of sending by electronic way, the author will have to give his mail address in 

order to receive an acknowledgement of receipt from the editorial board. 

Submitted material will not be sent back, except on the author’s specific request. In 

this case, the returned material will be joined with a sample of the magazine after its 

publication (see “Compensation” paragraph below). 



Pictures and articles 

All digital imagery should be original files and at least 300 dpi and 2480x1660 pixels in 

size (JPEG, TIFF or RAW). They can be sent either on physical support or via 

electronic way.  

High quality slides or paper prints are exceptionally accepted. After being scanned, the 

original documents will be returned to the author.  

He can join a short text and/or captions, which POINT FIXE editors reserve the right to 
modify on their own if needed. In this case, a sample of the modified version of the 

article will be sent to the author on his own demand for a last check before publication. 

Without such a request, it is understood that the author will accept any modification in 

his production. 

In case of no text, POINT FIXE editors will write one on their own way, according to 
eventual joined data or open information.  

Poor quality pictures or files will not be published. 

By sending an article or only pictures, the author accepts not to propose it at the same 

time to another French or English speaking revue (Air Fan, Air Forces Monthly,…). It is 
also to be hoped not to find the same author’s pictures on a website. 

The POINT FIXE editors cannot be held responsible for the contributors’ opinions or the 
publication of pictures obtained without the appropriate authorizations of either civil 

or military authorities. 

 

Compensation 

Each author of one or several articles (or pictures) will receive as compensation a 

maximum of two free samples of the publication including his contribution.  

The editorial board is sovereign to determine the number of offered copies in view of 

the contribution.  

In any way, no other kind of payment is conceivable. 

 
 

For editorial board 

C. Nachbauer 

POINT FIXE ®  chairman 



Acceptation form 
(to be filled out, dated & signed, and joined to the sent contribution) 

 

 

(First Name – Last name)    
 

(entire postal address)    

    
 

E-mail:   

 

 

I have read terms of contribution to the publication of POINT FIXE described above and 
unconditionally accepted these conditions. 

 

 

Date and signature: 

 

 
 
 

Send your contribution and this form to one of the following addresses: 

 

POINT FIXE 

3, rue des abeilles 

67190 DINSHEIM-SUR-BRUCHE 

France 

- 

point.fixe@orange.fr  


